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Executive summary
• Dr Brett Davis (Olinda Gold Pty Ltd) undertook several days reconnaissance mapping of the Mt Chalmers open
pits and surrounding exposures from 21-24 October, 2021 for QMines Limited (QML). The primary aim of the
campaign was to provide structural geological constraints to an upcoming resource model of the Mt Chalmers
deposit. A secondary aim was an assessment of existing geological mapping.
• The deposit comprises two historical open pits, Main Pit and West Pit, both of which are largely filled with
water. Importantly, existing mapping does not include information for the West Pit.
• Mapping has been restricted to all accessible areas of the pits and a geology interpretation has been
compiled for areas currently not modelled by QML. The current mapping campaign has found that historical
mapping, which is restricted to a moderate-quality scan, is very good and only requires
interrogation/amendment where scanned features are illegible.
• Structures comprising the architecture of the deposit have been divided into seven populations and tabulated
on Slide 21. Of these, four main structure sets are considered important for potential shape modification of
mineralisation:
➢ Population #2 - Associated with intense zones of ~N-S trending cleavage development.
➢ Population #3 - The structures have localized mafic dyke emplacement and been active post-dyke, creating sheared
intrusions that occupy the same planar structures.
➢ Population #4 – These structures are inferred as occurring at the southern end of Main Pit and traversing the West Pit. They
are interpreted as a bounding structure to the interpreted geometry of the porphyritic rhyolite unit and potentially
associated with Population #5.
➢ Population #5 – Visually obvious, moderately-dipping structures in the eastern wall of the main pit and causing SE-sidedown displacement.

• This presentation details the fault populations in terms of inferred kinematics, morphology, relative ages,
orientations, and potential displacement magnitudes. Characteristics of the units traversed by the faults are
also given.
• Structural data, photographs and MapInfo tables will be provided to QML along with this report.

Background
• Qmines Ltd’s (QML’s) flagship project, Mount Chalmers, is a high-grade historic copper and gold producer. The
project has an existing resource, and QML is currently undertaking a drilling program.
• Dr Brett Davis (Olinda Gold Pty Ltd) was given a site tour at Mt Chalmers historical mine site by Hamish Grant (QML
– Project Geologist) on 15 October, 2021. Mt Chalmers is interpreted as a well-preserved, volcanic-hosted massivesulphide (“VHMS”) mineralised system by previous workers (e.g. Large and Both (1980); Taube (1990)), containing
copper, gold, zinc, lead and silver.
• Discussion between Hamish and Brett indicated the need for the provision of structural geological constraints to an
upcoming resource model to be prepared by Steve Hyland. Following this discussion, Brett offered to prepare a
proposal to undertake several days mapping and structural geological analysis at Mt Chalmers.
• Using base maps prepared by QML, Brett did reconnaissance mapping of the Mt Chalmers open pits and
surrounding exposures 21-24 October, 2021. The open pits comprise the Main Pit and the West Pit, both of which
are largely filled with water.
• A review of previous mapping was undertaken as part of the assignment, finding that the existing historical
mapping is of high quality. Furthermore, Hamish has digitized the main lithologies in the Main Pit from the
historical mapping. As such, the interpreted map presented during the current assignment has been restricted to
areas where information was lacking, namely to the south of the Main Pit and within the West Pit. Areas of existing
mapping were visited to check map veracity and to collect structural orientation data that is not legible on the
historical map.
• The assignment has taken 5 days, comprising mapping, data collation and interpretation, and preparation of this
report. The report, mapping data, and field photos will be provided to QMines Ltd as the final products of the
assignment. Mapping data includes GPS- and map-constrained location information comprising structural
orientation data divided into populations, kinematics of structures, and rock-types.

Location
Map showing the location of Mt Chalmers in the coastal
hinterland of central Queensland.
The map has been extracted from the Independent
Geologists Report to QML by H&SC Consultants (Tear and
Burlet, 2020).
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mapping locations for the
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Historical mapping
The most useful historical mapping exists in the form
of a scanned map shown at left.
Lithological distributions and geometries are very
good. Unfortunately, orientation values for
lithological layering and structures are difficult to
read, which was one of the drivers for the pit
mapping exercise.
Furthermore, there is no mapping available for the
West Pit, which is located off the southwest corner
of the map (see the aerial photo in the previous
slide.
Previous studies by Large and Both (1980) and by
Taube (1990) have been used as informal
stratigraphic subdivisions in the mine, including the
Independent Geologists Report by H&SC Consultants
(Tear and Burlet, 2020). The current study has
broadly adhered to this (see next slide).

Deposit architecture and lithologies

Lithological subdivisions used in the current mapping campaign are given in
the legend at left.
Mapping was restricted to the upper berms of the main pit, the area to the
south of the main pit, and around the waterline of the West Pit. Accessibility
beyond this was impossible due to water and safety concerns.
The following slides show examples of the lithologies mapped during the
current study. Several suites of faults have been identified and are discussed,
including a suite of dykes that have exploited faults and then been
overprinted by ongoing shearing. Two of the dykes are highlighted in the
map at left and the image below.
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At least two different types of pyroclastic units have been noted> the first of these is shown here and is typically chloritic,
well cleaved, and feldspar phenocryst-rich.
Clasts and fiamme vary in size from millimetres to centimetres in diameter. This unit is shown in the photos below, and the
clasts include flow-banded rhyolite, such as indicated by the pen in the image at left.

Location 210: 259875E, 7421370N

Location 210: 259875E, 7421370N

Pyroclastic units
The other pyroclastic unit is generally less chloritic, containing elongate
clasts and fiamme with long axes to greater than 10cm. Clasts comprise
volcanic and sedimentary rocks, and the crystal content is variable but
commonly feldspar-rich. Flattening of the clasts is commonly very
pronounced (e.g. bottom right photo).

Pyroclastic at the northeast
end of the pit. The blocky,
jointed expression is common

Location 232: 260042E, 7421267N

Location 240: 260024, 7421141N

Location 221: 259955E, 7421409N

Rhyolite breccia

Location 257: 259685E, 7421052N

The rhyolite breccia is a distinctive unit, containing flow-banded rhyolite
clasts from millimetres to several decimetres across. The clasts are
commonly well rounded and typically reside in a strongly cleaved matrix.
Location 241: 260010E, 7421159N

Location 257: 259685E, 7421052N

Andesite
The intrusive andesite unit is commonly dark grey to dark khaki-green in colour and is relatively massive in many exposures.
The competent nature of the andesite has sponsored local development of quartz extension veins, such as above the pen in
the left-hand photo.
Overprinting deformation has locally transformed the andesite to a green-grey- to khaki-coloured chlorite schist (right-hand
photo).

Location 247: 259948E, 7421051N

Location 239: 260026E, 7421149N

Rhyolite
Rhyolite occurs in two forms. One is a flow banded unit (left) that appears to be part of the stratigraphic sequence.
The other form is that of an intrusive quartz-feldspar porphyry with quartz phenocrysts up to 4mm across. This unit
dominates much of the lithology to the south of the Main Pit.

Location 233: 260033E, 7421226N

Location 237: 260037E, 7421141N

Siltstone
Siltstone is an uncommon unit in the Mt Chalmers sequence and typically hosts a strong planar parting due to
overprinting deformation. This unit commonly occurs in spatial association with the rhyolite breccia, suggesting it is part
of the same volcanosedimentary unit. It likely represents a low-energy stage of deposition as opposed to the high-energy
environment that deposited the rhyolite cobbles. Locally, this unit is chloritic.
Location 258: 259689E, 7421044N

Location 256: 259682E, 7421053N
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Feldspar-quartz porphyry dykes

The feldspar-quartz porphyry dykes
comprise distinctive intrusions that
are generally half a metre or less in
width.
The dykes have a distinctive spotted
appearance due to large feldspar
phenocrysts. Quartz phenocrysts are
much less common and up to several
millimetres across.

Location 251: 259736E, 7421036N

Dolomite
The dolomite units are uncommon and very
minor contributors to the exposed sequence.

Location 223: 260016E, 7421270N

They have been noted to host quartz-carbonate
veins and a distinctive suite of structurally late
calcite veins that have Fe-carbonate margins.
Dolomite has been recorded in the mineralised
sequence close to massive sulphides (e.g. photo
at far right). This sequence represents a hiatus in
volcanic activity and a period of water-lain
sediment and chemical deposition.

Location 222: 260027E, 7421280N

Location 222: 260027E, 7421280N

Distribution of bedding
The layered volcanic sequence has a broadly domal
geometry over the mineralized zone, with bedding
dipping to the east on eastern side of the long axis of
the main pit. Dips on the western side of the long axis
of the Main Pit are low to the east and west.
The intersection lines of bedding orientations have low
plunges to the north (see stereonet at right) in the
northern portion of the Main Pit, and axes with low
plunges to the south have been noted south of the
main pit.
Similarly, low-plunging axes have been noted over the
southern exposure of mineralisation in the southern
portion of the Main Pit. Folds here verge to the west,
whereas centimetre-scale folds adjacent to the
mineralized zone on the west side of the pit verge to
the east.
The orientation relationships noted above are
consistent with a domal configuration of stratigraphic
layering over the mineralized core of the deposit, as
suggested by Hamish Grant (QML), with low-plunging
folds to the north and south.

Mineralisation
Mineralisation in the pit manifests as massive sulphide, thin
barite beds, red chert/jasper, haematitic shale and thin
layers of bedded disseminated sulphides.
A layer of strongly sheared, phyllosilicate (sericite?)-rich
schist has been noted overlying mineralisation (see next
slide) at the southwestern end of the pit, and is inferred as
correlative with exhalate layers logged in core by QML
geologists.

Location 208: 259965E, 7421180N

Mineralisation and
structure

Location 209: 259944E, 7421151N

Photos from the southeast corner of
Main Pit, showing folding, cleavage and
shear development at the top of
haematitic cherts comprising the upper
portion of the mineralised zone.
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The top of the competent chert body is
demarked by an intense ductile shear
that has accommodated a sinistral
sense of shear (photo below) .

The ductile shear at the top of the chert
(bottom right photo) has been crenulated
(left-hand photo) by the same event that
has produced the pervasive north-south
cleavage (white dashed line).
Crenulations verge to the west toward the
core of the mineralised zone.
Outcrop
location

On the western side of the pit the
crenulations verge to the east, supporting
the core of the mineralised zone being an
antiformal hinge.

Mineralisation and structure
W

Photos showing locally differentiated crenulations cleavages on the west side of the Main Pit.
The crenulations verge to the east toward the core of the mineralised zone, supporting the core of the mineralised zone
being an antiformal hinge.

Location 228: 259805E, 7421218N
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Location 228: 259805E, 7421218N
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The axial plane of the crenulations, which is parallel to the differentiation zones (white dashed line), is the same cleavage
that is pervasively developed across the deposit.
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Folding

Differentiated crenulations
here have low plunges to
the south and verge east

Location 244: 259972E, 7421052N

Bedding intersection
data indicate folds
with low plunges to
the north.
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Folds with axes
that have a low to
moderate plunge
to the south and
verge west.

Fold geometries are developed principally at two
scales:
• The mineralisation is interpreted as occupying the
core of an elongate domal structure at the scale
of pit and that has low plunges to the north and
south
• Mesoscale folds with wavelengths of centimetres
to decimetres have been noted in outcrop at the
southern end of the deposit.

Fault populations
The Mt Chalmers deposit is dissected by several sets of faults, all of which have potential to modify the 3D shape of the mineralisation.
The fault populations are tabulated in inferred order of formation from oldest (Population #1) to youngest (Population #7)
Population #

Location

Orientation

Inferred kinematics

Potential displacement
magnitude

Characteristics

1 - Ductile
shears 1

Bounding upper surface of
mineralised zone

~N-S striking and moderate
dip to east on east side of
Main Pit. Moderate dip to the
west on the west side?

Sinistral on eastern side of
the Main Pit

Probably minimal

May represent deformation of the
exhalate and sericite- altered units that
could accommodate shearing strain. See
Slide 18.

2 - Ductile
shears 2

Throughout the deposit but less
common in andesite

Strike is ~160-340 and dip is
steep to east and west

Sinistral in plan, both Wside-down and E-side-down
in section depending on
location relative to domal
mineralisation shape

Unknown, possibly
metres to 10s of metres

Associated with intense zones of ~N-S
trending cleavage development.

3 - Dyke faults

Occupy same positions as mafic
dykes; only noted in Main Pit

Strike is ~140-320 and dip is
steep

W-side-down, both sinistral
and dextral in plan.
Suggests movement is
dominantly dip-slip.

Unknown, possibly
metres to 10s of metres

The structures have localized mafic dyke
emplacement and been active post-dyke,
creating sheared intrusions that occupy
the same planar structures.

4 - E-W to NESW faults

Southern end of Main Pit and
traversing West Pit. Inferred as a
bounding structure to the
interpreted geometry of the
porphyritic rhyolite unit.

E-W to NE-SW strikes with
inferred steep dips

Possibly sinistral based on
change in cleavage
orientation.

Unknown. 10’s of
metres?

Inferred as marking boundary between
sequences of markedly different
orientation and competency. Potential
continuous with fault set #5

5 - WNW-ESE
faults

South of Main Pit

Dextral separation

Several metres

Possibly part of the E-W fault population
#4

6 - NE-SW faults

East wall of Main Pit

NE-SW striking and
moderately dipping

Oblique, sinistral, SE-sidedown

Metres, but probably not
more than 10m on
individual faults

Visually obvious in east wall of Main Pit,
progressively steeping the sequence down
to the south.

7 - Brittle
fracture arrays

Berms on northern side of Main
Pit

ENE-WSW strikes and steep
dips

Dextral, E-side-down

Probably minimal

Characterised by brittle deformation and
Fe-carbonate veining

Fault population #2
An intense, pervasively developed tectonic
cleavage has been noted in all units except
for the feldspar-quartz porphyry dykes.

Location 227: 259992E, 7421167N

Location 256: 259682E, 7421053N

The cleavage has commonly intensified to
comprise zones of strong foliation
development representing ductile shears.
The along-strike and down-dip continuity
of the high strain zones is unknown and
they are likely discontinuous. More likely,
they represented a braided strain network
with strain both accumulating and
dissipating depending on the composition
of the rock. However, the development in
all units suggests that these zones have
potential to modify the shape and volume
of mineralization.
The orientation of these features is
approximately N-S with steep to
subvertical dips, and have accommodated
a consistent sinistral sense of shear.
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Location 212: 259898E, 7421403N
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Fault population #3 – dyke-faults
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A suite of approximately NNW-SSE
striking mafic dykes has traversed the
deposit.
The dykes are interpreted as having
exploiting faults with ongoing, or
subsequent strain, intensely shearing
and locally boudinaging them.
The dykes are considered a
fundamental competent of deposit
architecture and are viewed as
comprising a fault population that
may have modified the shape/volume
of the mineralization.

Location 226: 260010E, 7421232N

Fault populations #3, #5 and #6
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Fault Population #6

Dyke-fault Population #3

The photo above shows two of the mafic dykes that occupy structures
and that have been overprinted by ongoing movement of the host
faults.
These composite dyke-fault structures are defined as Population #3
and are likely older than Population #6.
Fault Population
#5

Reactivation of the dyke-fault structures has likely led to mutual
cross-cutting relationships as shown in the map at left.

Fault populations #4 and #6
S

N

The map and images here
mostly show fault Population
#6, which likely has
produced the most
significant shape
modifications/displacements
to the mineralised zones.
These faults manifest in
outcrop as zones of
alteration and cataclasis
(photo below) with
uncommon quartz-chlorite
and carbonate veins.

Lithological
layering

Although these faults have
accommodated SE-sidedown movements, local
overprinting relationships
indicate a subsequent stage
of SE-side-up movement.

The structurally late SE-sideup movement is considered
minor in terms of movement
magnitude.

Fault Population #6

Population #4 – these are
likely continuous with
Population #6

Location 205: 259990E, 7421195N

Ductile shear Population
#2, developed parallel to
cleavage

Fault population #7
The faults shown here are
considered the last-formed
in the structural history.

They comprise lowdisplacement, brittle
features containing
characteristic iron-carbonate
veining.
The distinctive ironcarbonate veins commonly
contain cores of white
calcite and open space.
These faults are not
considered material in terms
of shape/volume
modification of the Mt
Chalmers mineralization.

Location 218: 259942E, 7421408N

Location 211: 259890E, 7421384N

Cleavage development
A tectonic cleavage (dashed white lines in
photos below) is pervasively developed
across the deposit and is interpreted as
forming early in the structural history.
The cleavage has a pronounced N-S trend
and dips steeply to both the east and west.
A suite of quartz-chlorite extension veins
(bottom right photo) is locally developed
across the deposit and is interpreted as
developing coevally with the cleavage.

Location 237: 260037E, 7421141N

Location 208: 259965E, 7421180N
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